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A Vestas wind turbine. Image credit: Vestas

Incorporating wind power into existing power grids is challenging
because fluctuating wind speed and direction means turbines generate
power inconsistently. Coupled with customers' varying power demand,
many wind-farm managers end up wasting power-generation capacity
and limiting the service life of turbines through active control –
including fully stopping turbines – in order to avoid any possible damage
to the power grid from spikes in supply.

In a paper published in the American Institute of Physics' Journal of
Renewable and Sustainable Energy, researchers propose a new strategy to
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optimize power-generation efficiency and so better control wind farms.

The new strategy is based on continuous predictions of how fluctuating
winds affect each turbine's maximum generation capacity. It also
incorporates factors missing in other wind-farm control strategies,
including differing power generation between turbines, actual
fluctuations in power generation capacity, errors in prediction,
communication disruptions preventing active control, and even turbines
without the capacity for continuous active control. To demonstrate the
feasibility of the new strategy, the researchers compared their
predictions to raw data from a single wind turbine. The team then
further refined their calculations and simulated a control operation with
data from a wind farm of 33 turbines.

The results suggest that wind-farm managers can improve their power-
generation efficiency with the new strategy. However, the researchers
caution that before implementing the strategy, each wind-farm manager
should adjust the underlying parameters – such as how often to adjust
each turbine's speed – based on local conditions.

  More information: "An Active Power Control Strategy for Wind
Farm Based on Predictions of Wind Turbine's Maximum Generation
Capacity," is published in the Journal of Renewable and Sustainable
Energy. jrse.aip.org/resource/1/jrsebh/v5/i1/p013121_s1
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